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Best small forward slasher build 2k21

NBA 2K21 next generation finally arrives on PS5 and Xbox Series X | S, and it's a great way to show the raw horsepower of your new console. Now that you've got the best hardware connected to your TV, it's time to make sure your MyPlayer also dominates on the field. For just a few hours of testing, here are five of the best builds the next generation version of NBA 2K21 has to offer to Center, Slashers,
Defenders and more. As with all construction instructions, there may be some tweaks that need to be done, but this is a solid explainer to get you started. The best overall center Building the next generation 'NBA 2K21' has arrived, so we have some of the best builds. This MyPlayer is technically not a Center, but he can be used as one. 'NBA 2K21' is now available on PS5 and Xbox Series X | S. Visual
Concepts / 2K Sports Location: Power ForwardHeight: 6'9 Weight: 227 lbs. Wingspan: 7'1 Body type: BuiltWith those starting stats you have a multi-purpose player who's fast with a nice driving dunk and a powerful ability to stop. You will also be able to recover easily as well, making you a asset on both the attacking and defensive sides of the court. We have some more specialized construction below, but
this pretty much gets you everything in one shot. Focus on statistics: Speed with ballPassBall precision handlingInterior DefensePerimeter DefensePerensive ReboundingBlocksDriving DunkDriving LayupThree pointMid-rangeFreehrowSpeedAccelerationStaminaVert By the end of your build you should have approximately:Two Finishing Badges17 Shooting Badges23 Playmaking Badges18 Defensive
BadgesTakoversLimitless RangePaint IntimidationISO Guard If you you this is one of the construction paths worth considering. Visual Concepts/2K Sports Position: Point GuardHeight: 6'6Sym: 181 lbs. Wingspan: 7'0The body: CompactThe key to building this shot-focused is to not take out your steals in favor of other upgrade attributes. Stealing is very powerful in nba 2K21 next generation, but the balance
you get for that exclusion is absolutely immense for an ISO player. Focus on DunkThree PointFreehrow Driving Stats (73)Mid-Range (91)Speed with BallBall HandlePass Accuracy (79) Interior DefensePerimeter DefenseBlockOffensive ReboundDefensive ReboundSpeedAccelerationStrengthVericalStaminaBy finally you should have about: Two complete Badges18 Shooting Badges15 Playmaking
Badges21 Defensive BadgesTakeoversLimitless RangeExtreme ClampsOverall Forward This Forward build works on all sides of the court. Visual Concepts/2K Sports This build is quite similar to our first build, but it has a few more Finishing Badges depending on how you like to play. Position: Power ForwardWeight: 210 lbs. Height: 6'9 Wingspan: 7'2 Body: BuiltFocus on the liệu thống kê Lái xe Layup: 92
Lái xe Dunk: 93Standing Dunk: 73Post Control: 80Mid-range: 86Three-Point 84Free Throw: 66Ball Handles: 72Speed with ball: 73Pass Accuracy 74Perimeter Defense: 80Block 90Defensive Rebound 95Offensive Rebound: 86Speed: 79Acceleration: 76Strength: 76Strength: 76Strength: 86Stamina: 94By finally you should have around:17 Perfect Badges15 Shooting Badges10 Playmaking Badges20
Defensive BadgesTakeoversFinishing MovesLimitless RangeSlasher Demigod A powerful slasher built for the next generation version of 'NBA 2K21' Visual Concepts /2K Sports If you want to play a little closer to the basket, This build may be what you are looking for It is balanced and powerful in all areas, and it also sacrifices Steals for the potential of much larger output. If driving to hoop is your game,
this is one setting that's gaining a lot of traction around the community. Position: Small ForwardHeight: 6'7'Weight: 215 lbsWingspan: 7'These statsClose Shot: 78Driving Layup 91Driving Dunk: 95Mid-Range: 94Th pointerree: 89Free Throw: 50Pass Accuracy: 67Ball Handle: 84Speed With Ball: 84Interior Defense: 71Perimeter Defense: 95Offensive Rebound: 69Defens Reboundive: 92Speed:
84Acceleration: 81Strength: 50Vertical: 71Stamina 58You should have about:13 Complete Badges14 Shooting Badges12 Play Making Badges18 Defensive BadgeTakeoversLimitless RangeEasy BlowbysLockdown Defender A Great Lockdown Defender build for 'NBA 2K21' next gen. Visual Concepts/2K Sports Compared to all the above-listed builds, This is more harmonious with the defensive side of the
ball. That being said, with about a dozen Shooting Badges, you'll be able to crucify a snake three at a time when you have the chance. Location: Point GuardHeight: 6'6Sp: 204 lbsWingspan: 7'3 Focus on the sats:Driving Layup: 80 Driving Dunk: 90Standing Dunk: 34Post Control: 70Mid-Range: 79Three point: 82Free Throw: 92Pass Accuracy: 46Ball Handle: 80Speed with ball: 79Interior Defense:
76Perimeter Defense: 95Steal: 95Block: 81Offensive Rebound: 55Defensive Rebound: 66Speed: 85Acceleration: 84Strength: 69Vertical: 71Stamina: 74After you have assigned your stats, you should have something like: Nine Complete Badges12 Shooting BadgesThree Playmaking Badges28 Defensive BadgesTakeoversExtreme ClampsSpot-Up PrecisionNBA 2K21 is now available on PS5 and Xbox
Series X | S.What do you think of these next-generation builds for NBA 2K21? Do you have any better ideas to make your MyPlayer better? Let us know in the comments section! One of the reasons why MyPlayer mode has become popular is because it gives you a variety of customizations to create your ideal player in each location. Small forward positions offer a lot of variety in your construction, but
instead of having a completely even spread across the board, you're much better off specifically targeting certain builds. From the small forward position, you can model your build on the skills of an elite slasher, like Giannis Antetokounmpo, or maybe go down the perimeter defender route, creating a MyPlayer like Robert Covington or Kawhi Leonard. Here, we are creating all around the best little forward.
Select Erecting the best small forward in NBA 2K21Many of the greatest players of the past and present of the NBA has made a name for From the small forward position, so it's not hard to find legendary caste inspiration to rely on your MyPlayer in NBA 2K21. To build the best small forward, we are aiming for the best overall ranking instead of specialty in a specific playing characteristic or style of play. In
this way, the construction will be stronger overall while still having high ratings in important aspects such as finishing and playmaking. How to build the best small forwards in NBA 2K21Below, you'll find all the optimal rated points to hit when building the best small forwards in MyPlayer.SF FinishingDriving Dunk: Keep the power moving, and move over the dunk slider to hit a lid of 85.Driving layup : You
don't want to miss an easy layup when given to you, so pump this attribute up to 85 as well. Close Shot: Having shots close to about 90 is necessary if you want to be useful on the field, so make sure that this attribute is your best rating. SF ShootingPost Fade: Keep this index at about 75 if you want to compete with others. Free Throw: As with all shooters, a cap of 85 will mean you don't miss the easy
points when they're gifted to you. Three-point shot: As a small striker, you won't take too many three-point shots. However, reaching a modest cap of 65 will help you keep defenders honest. Mid-Range Shot: As a shooter, giving yourself a nice mid-range option means your opponent won't be able to completely box you out or stuff your long-range shots. So keep this rating at about 75.SF PlaymakingPost
Moves: To properly optimize your movement as the best small forward, slide to a rating of 85 to make sure you can set yourself in a good position. Handle the ball: You won't want the ball stolen on your watch, so keep the ball handling rating at about 80.Pass Accuracy: Having a pass option guarantees more opportunities if you're pinched: keep this attribute closer to the 85 limit and make sure you get that
attribute quickly in the process. SF Defense and ReboundingDefensive Rebound: If it's the rare bounce of the rim sending the ball outside of the paint, you'll want a chance of getting it, which a 70 cap here should be enough. Stealing: If the opportunity arises, there is a good steal here and will seem good on the highlight reels. A lid of 70 is all you need on the stolen slider. Lateral Quickness: Keeping
yourself mobile is extremely important: a lid of 75 is optimal for your small forward build. Perimeter Defense: As a small striker, you are a minor defender when it comes to perimeter. There is about a 75 cap here that will allow you to perform the necessary pressure movement when the opponent tries to shoot. The top attributes of the best SF build The best small strikers build quite balanced, but because
the medium-range shooting attributes come very strongly, it is best to make your way higher on before shooting, as opposed to dazzling from the three-point mark. Playmaking is also important in this position, with Evaluate the cap at passing accuracy, handle the ball, and the post moves reflect as much. So when using your small striker, be sure to keep an eye on well-positioned players as you will be
skilled at picking out passes that create scoring play. The top sub-attributes of Best SF Build Develop your defenses, recovery, and external games that should come as your sub-attributes. From the many different takeovers that you can apply to your MyPlayer, your best options are Slasher and Playmaker.Slasher ensures that you get a significant increase in your inner and outer scoring ability, while
maintaining a fair layer of team play. Playmaker increases your IQ pass and consistency when it comes to bringing the ball to the right people. So if you like playing as a feeder, choose the takeover playmaker and lean into playing your passing on the field. To become the star of the show and decide the scoreboard, Slasher will help you come up with big scoring numbers. The best SF physical
profileBalance is the key to the best small striker build, with this sentiment reflected in your attribute choices and your physical profile selection. You will have a few options, with some leaning more towards strength and others looking to power up your vertical, but the best one to choose is the one that allows your agility, strength, and verticality to remain close to even. Now that you've got the right attributes
in place and have adjusted your MyPlayer's physical profile, you can hit the court and work your way towards having one of the best little strikers in game mode. Want to know the best NBA 2K21 build? NBA 2K21: Best Shooting Guard Builds and How to Use themNBA 2K21: Best Shooting Guard Builds and How to Use themNBA 2K21: Best Shooting Guard Builds and How to Use themNBA 2K21: Best
Power Forward Builds and How to Use them : Best Power Forward Builds and How to Use themLooking for more NBA 2K21 badge guides? NBA 2K21: Best shooting badge to enhance your GameNBA 2K21: Best playmaking badge to enhance your gameNBA 2K21: Best defensive badge to enhance your GameNBA 2K21: The best finishing badge to enhance your game Search for more 2K21 tutorials?
NBA 2K21: Top DunkersNBA 2K21 Player Ratings: Best Centers (C)NBA 2K21: Best 3-Point ShootersNBA 2K21: Best and Worst Teams to Use and Rebuild on MyGM and MyLeagueNBA 2K21: Complete Controls Guide for Xbox One and PS4 PS4
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